#
SD1

Sign 1
Fantasy

SD2

Sign2

Remarks
Treasure Chest

Visuals
Kid in the forest skipping on rocks across the stream,
harmless pastel-colored tentacles coming out of water,
against pastel clouds

Inspire

Treasure Chest

Police cars with siren blazing are racing down the street. just
slightly behind them, we see the dreamer in a super hero
costume flying close behind to rush to the crime scene,
burgler fleeing the scene

SD3

Discover

Treasure Chest

Girl sitting around the campfire with a big brown bear, roasting
marshmallows on a stick, bonfire lights up the dark forest

SD4

Triumph

Treasure Chest

Kid with pot helmet, towel cape, clothes hanger bow and
super long pencil as arrow, fighting a two-headed dragon, his
old pet cat sidekick is wearing a pointy hat and casting a spell
of protection for his master

SD5

Growth

Treasure Chest

a little girl is snuggling up against her granny lap. they are
seated next to the fireplace. the girl is yawning and falling
asleep. the granny is looking at her kindly while carrying on
with her knitting work.

SD6

Courage

Treasure Chest

SD7

Treat

Treasure Chest

Young girl in roller coaster ride. sitting next to her is the father.
she is scared of the plunge but inspired and in admiration of
her fearless father who is enjoying the ride with a joyful and
excited expression on his face. He is enjoying the ride with out
streched arms. 1 arm around the dreamer girl and the other
arm outstreched into the air
Top view of girl with sunglasses lying on a pizza, eating a slice
of pizza, pool party vibes, floating in the pool/ on a stream/
generic water background

SD8

Love

Treasure Chest

Girl playing with baby brother in mother’s embrace, father
standing behind the trio towering presence projecting strength

SD9

Love

Time Counter

Boy laughing and lying down in a treehouse with many dogs,
licking him, cuddling him, colorful leaves surrounding the
treehouse

Inspire

SD10 Love

Courage Time Counter

Lemonade stand with animals queuing up to buy lemonade

SD11 Discover Fantasy Time Counter

2nd idea. setting in outer space, our dreamer with her pet
companion is flying in their pajamas (The pet is wearing
pajamas too) through an magical portal that leads to another
dream location.

SD12 Discover Growth

Boy opening a slit on her body (like wearing a coat), looking
up at all the colourful things flying out from the slit

SD13 Fantasy

Time Counter

Courage Time Counter

Girl looking determined, with bow and arrows on her back,
carrying a young prince away from a sunken ship. Huge
octopus with eyes on its tentacles wrecking the ship against a
stormy weather/ raining heavily

SD14 Triumph Treat

Time Counter

Cat sitting on a throne with servants massaging her, feeding
her food, doing her nails

SD15 Treat

Growth

Time Counter

Girl is dreaming that she is goldilocks. she is seated with a
family of 3 bears and enjoying a meal of porridge together

SD16 Inspire

Triumph Time Counter

Our dreamer is dressed up as a pirate and he is leading
his followers (small cute creatures in pirate costumes) in an
epic naval battle against a giant size rubber duckie. the rubber
duckie looks abit angry at being attacked.

NM1

Fantasy

M Right

Mermaid laid on a shelf of ice at the fish monger's, looking
cold and fightened, together with other dead fish and packed
(cling wrap + styrofoam plate) fish

NM2

Inspire

M Left

Someone is on the unicorn's back but we cannot see the
passenger clearly because the passenger is slumped over in
a bent position. Either hurt/dead/unconscious. the unicorn has
its head bent down in despair and is crying.

NM3

Discover

M Right

Kid tries to open a locked door in a dark room, atmosphere is
creepy and oppressive

NM4

Triumph

M Up

A monster, manifested from a crayon scribbling, towering over
a girl sucked into a whirlpool of paper (drawings and doodles),
messy background of overturned desk and stationery strewn
across the floor

NM5

Growth

M Left

Small girl looking scared in an urban setting of lipstick
skyscrapers and make-up buildings, women with heavy made
up faces walking around

NM6

Courage

M Down

Girl crouching in the corner of the room, covering ears closing
eyes, 'ghosts' surrounding her and being aggressive
(referencing inner voices/ mental illnesses)

NM7

Treat

M Up

Sushi ingredients being trapped/ tied down onto the rice with
seaweed, struggling to get out. Dreamer is one of the sushi
ingredients

NM8

Love

M Down

net hanging from tree, boy is alone and ensnared in the net.
he is reaching out his hand towards us to ask for help. many
evil creatures looking at the boy menacingly in the
background. the setting is dark and grim

NM9

Triumph Growth

M Down

kid is cowering on the ground, hands covering his face/head.
many small creatures curled up near his feet for protection.
they are in a forest but all around the trees are almost
completely dead and the entire enviornment is in a state of
creeping decay.

NM10 Fantasy

Courage M Down

1st person perspective - slimy and gross looking alien in
doctor's lab coat with other aliens behind in nurse outfit.
doctor is trying to force feed the dreamer a spoonful of
medicine

NM11 Fantasy

Growth

Giant terrifying babies towering over buildings, adults hide
behind buildings and in corners, some covering ears

M Left

NM12 Discover Love

M Left

Person tied up and bound on conveyor belt leading into an
opening of a large building. Building looks organic, with many
eyes like slits and pores that ooze slime

NM13 Courage Treat

M Up

Person as a butterfly caught in a hungry-looking huge venus
fly trap with huge tongue and salivating

NM14 Triumph Inspire

M Up

Menacing clown is in the process of performing to an
audience. the kids are obviously not enjoying the performance
and look in shock. the creatures that the clowns are working
with looks mistreated and abused.

NM15 Treat

Love

M Right

Boy peering through the window (dark and cold outside) and
sees a happy family of four surrounding the table for a
chirstmas meal, father giving daughter a present (warm
inside)

NM16 Inspire

Discover M Right

dreamer is facing us, seated and bound to something like a
dentist chair. look of terror on face. a masked character is
standing behind the dreamer. the position of both characters
suggests the masked character is "operating" on the
dreamers head, like brain surgery. Metaphor for the masked
character is trying to extract and remove happy memories
from the dreamer.

